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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Science of time and the theory of everything does not fit into the big bang theory.After burst 

everything moves away from each other at the speed of light in big bang theory. But in my theory 

after burst everything moves away from each other only for few minutes inside out. Only pulses move 

at a speed of light. After that everything moves outside in for recreation.Eighteen quadrillion 

18,712,080,864,000,000 (universal constant) (genetic dynamics) seconds per second oscillating 

dynamics forward in time and backward in time as far as the rays of light penetrates. Integer of 

complete revolutions of all the planets is the bases of the calculations of this theory. Fifteen 

twinklings of an eye*30*30*30*30*30 of revolutions of time of duration and 

eighteen*30*30*30*30*30 of time of manifestation that is after the mid-day till eighteen quadrillion 

seconds per second that is as far as rays of light penetrates. This is the basis of calculation.These 

numbers are synchronized with seconds, minutes, hours and days and days, weeks, months and years. 

This is necessary for synchronizing time of duration as well as time of manifestation.Big bang theory 

is basically fictious science.This is cirkandaya rhythm that is eighty-four pulses per minute 

synchronized with heart beats.Twelve months of seven days is equal to eight-four pulses. This is one-

fourth that is seen (manifestation). Three-fourth is unseen. This is a cirkandaya rhythm in weeks. 

Missing mass missing energy can it not be collapsed mass collapsed energy because one fourth is seen 

and three fourth in unseen. That is according to Surya Siddhartha. 

 

II. CONCLUSION 

The Big bang theory is basically fictious science. After burst everything moves away from 

each other at the speed of light in big bang theory.  

But in my theory after burst everything moves away from each other only for few minutes 

inside out. Only pulses move at a speed of light. After that everything moves outside in for 

recreation. 
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